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Hawks lose to Mavericks at home

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

11:25 p.m. Saturday, November 20, 2010 

The Mavericks did the same thing as every other marquee opponent that has come to Atlanta this 

season.

They stayed close at the end, made a few key plays and defeated the Hawks.

The Mavericks' 98-93 defeat of the Hawks followed the same pattern as the Hawks' losses to all of the 

other good teams on their schedule so far.

"I thought we had a good plan coming in," Hawks center Al Horford said. "It's a tough loss. We still have 

work to do as a team."

That was suggested by yet another home loss to a playoff-caliber opponent. The Suns, Bucks, and Jazz 

also have defeated the Hawks at Philips Arena, where the Hawks are 3-4 after finishing 34-7 there last 

season.

"I haven't been able to put my finger on it," Hawks coach Larry Drew said. "I see some tired guys out 

there early. Especially at home, that's what is a little baffling."

The Hawks trailed by as many as 18 points in the second and third quarters. They were down 94-85 with 

less than two minutes to play when Mike Bibby and Jamal Crawford gave them one final chance.

After Bibby made a 3-pointer, Crawford poked the ball away from Jason Terry, and Josh Smith chased it 

down. Smith passed ahead to Crawford for a dunk that trimmed the deficit to 94-93 with 15.2 seconds 

left.

Terry made two free throws with 13.2 seconds to play. The Hawks' Joe Johnson tried to draw contact 

from Tyson Chandler on a 3-point attempt, but didn't get the call as his shot rolled off the rim.

Drew said the plan was for Johnson to drive to the basket and draw a foul.

"But it was not a clean exchange between he and Al on the handoff," he said.

Dirk Nowitzki made two free throws to secure the victory for Dallas.

Down 55-43 at the half, the Hawks came out for the third quarter playing at a faster pace. They opened 

with a 5-0 run, with Johnson's 3-point shot later disallowed after a replay review.
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That made the Hawks' deficit 55-47 instead of 55-50. Chandler's dunk started a 16-6 run that gave Dallas 

a 71-53 lead, and it looked as if the Hawks might not recover.

Rookie guard Jordan Crawford gave them a spark. With Bibby in foul trouble and the Hawks' offense 

plodding, Drew called on Crawford, who made a 3-pointer to cut the deficit to 74-64 and a jump shot over 

Nowitzki to make it 75-68.

Those plays energized Jordan's teammates on the bench -- and Hawks fans. Crawford made another 3-

pointer to start a 7-0 run in the fourth quarter that cut Dallas' lead to 79-75.

The Mavericks responded with a methodical 11-2 run for a 90-77 lead.

"I'm proud of the way we played hard to get back in the game, but we didn't get stops when we needed 

to," Horford said.

Dallas led just 28-25 after one quarter, but the Hawks stumbled when Drew went to his reserve players. 

The Hawks missed their first five shots of the second quarter and quickly were behind 37-25.

"We started hanging our heads for no reason," Drew said. "I've seen that before. It's an area where we've 

got to grow. We can't get down and feel sorry for ourselves."

Drew began to send his starters back in, but they couldn't make up the deficit. Dallas scored 27 points in 

the second quarter on 11-of-22 shooting to 17 points and 8-of-20 shooting for the Hawks.

Smith scored 16 points in the first half, and Bibby had 13. The rest of the Hawks combined to score 14, 

and their bench players were outscored 21-2 by their Dallas counterparts.
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